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ABSTRACT: One of the intriguing characteristics of honeycomb
lattices is the appearance of a pseudomagnetic field as a result of
mechanical deformation. In the case of graphene, the Landau
quantization resulting from this pseudomagnetic field has been
measured using scanning tunneling microscopy. Here we show that a
signature of the pseudomagnetic field is a local sublattice symmetry
breaking observable as a redistribution of the local density of states.
This can be interpreted as a polarization of graphene’s pseudospin due
to a strain induced pseudomagnetic field, in analogy to the alignment
of a real spin in a magnetic field. We reveal this sublattice symmetry
breaking by tunably straining graphene using the tip of a scanning
tunneling microscope. The tip locally lifts the graphene membrane
from a SiO2 support, as visible by an increased slope of the I(z)
curves. The amount of lifting is consistent with molecular dynamics
calculations, which reveal a deformed graphene area under the tip in the shape of a Gaussian. The pseudomagnetic field induced
by the deformation becomes visible as a sublattice symmetry breaking which scales with the lifting height of the strained
deformation and therefore with the pseudomagnetic field strength. Its magnitude is quantitatively reproduced by analytic and
tight-binding models, revealing fields of 1000 T. These results might be the starting point for an effective THz valley filter, as a
basic element of valleytronics.
KEYWORDS: Graphene, strain, STM, pseudomagnetic field, pseudospin polarization, valley filter

Strain engineering in graphene has been pursued intensely
to modify its electronic properties,1− 4 mostly with a focus

on deformations able to reproduce Landau level-like gapped
spectra.5− 8 In addition to these effects, several theoretical works
predict broken sublattice symmetry, measurable by the local
density of states (LDOS) distribution in the presence of
nonuniform strain.9− 16 This local sublattice symmetry breaking
(SSB) implies a valley filtering property in reciprocal space that

may be exploited for valleytronic applications via a clever and

controlled tuning of strain patterns.17− 23

In the Dirac description, the sublattice degree of freedom is

represented by a pseudospin, and a sublattice symmetry
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breaking is akin to a pseudospin polarization. It is thus tempting
to assign the strain related SSB to an alignment of the
pseudospin that occurs in the presence of a pseudomagnetic
field.24 Below we present an intuitive understanding of the
phenomenon, using the squared Dirac Hamiltonian and explain
it qualitatively and quantitatively by a coupling of the
pseudospin to the pseudomagnetic field that appears in the
presence of strain. The interpretation is corroborated by
experiments that use the tip of a scanning tunneling microscope
(STM) to deliberately strain a graphene sample locally, in the
form of a small Gaussian bump, and at the same time to map
the imbalance of the local density of states (LDOS) at the
sublattice level. Moreover, the measured sublattice contrast is
quantitatively reproduced by an analytical model.15 These
results provide a natural explanation for previous reports of SSB
observed by STM in graphene, under nontunable mechanical
deformations,7,8,25,26 which have so far not been attributed to a
pseudospin polarization.
In the low-energy continuum Hamiltonian description for

the electronic properties of graphene and other 2D materials
with a honeycomb lattice, mechanical deformations lead to a
vector potential A⃗ps, which is directly proportional to specific

strain terms.5,27− 30 The spatial dependence of A⃗ps critically
influences the dynamics of charge carriers.2 A mechanical
deformation with ∇ × ⃗ ≠A 0ps results in an effective
pseudomagnetic field, perpendicular to the graphene plane

= ∇ × ⃗B A( )zps ps that couples with different sign to states in
the two valleys;27,29 i.e., it moves electrons in clockwise/
counterclockwise circles, respectively. An effective way to

analyze the effect of Bps on the pseudospin degree of freedom is
realized by squaring the Dirac Hamiltonian.24,31 While the
squared Hamiltonian describes the same physics as the original
one, it also provides additional insight into the behavior of
Dirac particles in a magnetic field. Following this procedure, for
both valleys we obtain (Supplement S2-1):

πΨ = ⃗ + ℏ ΨE v e B[ ]2 A
F
2 2

ps
A

(1)

πΨ = ⃗ − ℏ ΨE v e B[ ]2 B
F
2 2

ps
B

(2)

Here, E is the energy, ΨA/B is the wave function amplitude on
the corresponding sublattice A/B, π ⃗ = ⃗ ± ⃗p eA( )ps is the
canonical momentum at each valley (±), vF is the Fermi
velocity, and p ⃗ is the momentum measured from the respective
Dirac points (K, K′). The first term (π⃗2) leads to Landau
quantization, provided Bps is homogeneous on the cyclotron
radius scale, as observed by STM.6− 8 The second term (with
prefactor vF

2eℏ = 658 meV2/T) corresponds to the coupling of
Bps to the graphene pseudospin. It appears with opposite signs
at sublattices A and B, shifting the energy of the respective
states in opposite directions, thereby giving rise to a SSB, i.e., a
pseudospin polarization. The SSB is identical for both valleys
since the change in sign of Bps between valleys compensates the
sign change in sublattice space (see Supplement S2). An
important feature of the Bps pseudospin coupling is its locality,
that allows to use the SSB as a local fingerprint for even
strongly inhomogeneous Bps (strain). The sublattice polar-
ization resulting from the pseudomagnetic field has been
predicted in several theoretical works.9− 16 The term that breaks
the sublattice symmetry is sometimes referred to in the

Figure 1. Sublattice symmetry breaking (SSB): (a) Gaussian deformation induced in graphene by the attractive van der Waals force of the STM tip
(amplitude H = 1 Å, width b = 5 Å) as observed in molecular dynamics calculation of graphene on SiO2 (Figure 3a− c). Color code represents the
induced strain. (b) The deformation (black dashed line) follows the scanning STM tip (red balls), leading to the apparent STM image (blue) lifted
with respect to the relaxed one (red line). Yellow bar represents the tunneling current. (c) Color code: pseudomagnetic field pattern of the Gaussian
deformation of panel a.15 The honeycomb lattice is overlaid with the LDOS magnitude of individual atoms, as calculated in nearest neighbor tight-
binding13 marked by the brightness of the corresponding dots. White squares show areas of maximum Bps magnified as insets. (d− g) Constant
current STM images of the same graphene area on a SiO2 substrate recorded at varying currents as marked (T = 6 K, 1.3 × 1.3 nm2, V = 0.5 V). A
sketch of the graphene honeycomb lattice is overlaid with the different sublattices indicated by blue and red dots.
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literature as pseudo-Zeeman coupling.24,32,33 Its relation to the
classic Zeeman effect for massive Fermions becomes obvious
after squaring the Dirac Hamiltonian and developing it for the
nonrelativistic limit34 (see Supplement S2-1). Although for
graphene the appropriate description is in terms of a massless
Dirac equation, the analogy holds in the sense that the energy
separation between the two pseudospin orientations is due to
the coupling to the pseudomagnetic field. It is important to
emphasize the difference between this term and another with
the same expression, proposed as a gap opening perturbation
for the Dirac Hamiltonian and unfortunately dubbed “pseudo-
Zeeman” term,35 since a Zeeman coupling breaks a degeneracy
without necessarily opening a gap at the Dirac point. As shown
in Supplement Section S2, in order to open a gap the
pseudomagnetic field should be even under inversion, while this
is not the case for centrosymmetric deformations as the ones
modeled in this work.
To produce Bps and measure the resulting SSB, we use the tip

of a scanning tunneling microscope which is known to locally
strain graphene due to attractive van der Waals (vdW)
forces.36− 38 Due to these forces, a Gaussian-shaped deforma-
tion forms below the W tip, locally lifting the graphene from its
SiO2 substrate (Figure 1a), as evidenced by molecular dynamics
calculations (see Supplement S3). The deformation moves

along with the tip while scanning (Figure 1b, Supplementary
Video). It has typical dimensions of 5 Å halfwidth and 1 Å
height. The lifting height H is tunable either by the tip−
graphene distance z, adjusted by the tunneling current I, or by
the locally varying adhesion forces of the substrate.36 The
mechanical strain within the Gaussian deformation results in a
3-fold symmetric Bps pattern (color scale in Figure 1c),15 which
shifts the local density of states (LDOS) in opposite directions
at each sublattice. The resulting SSB, calculated by a nearest
neighbor tight-binding model,13 maps Bps in terms of sign and
strength down to the atomic scale (Figure 1c) even while Bps
varies strongly on the scale of the pseudomagnetic length (0.4−
1 nm). A consequence of this strong variation is the lack of
Landau levels in tunneling spectroscopy curves.
The key to measure the SSB is to tunnel into areas of large

Bps, i.e., a few atomic distances offset from the deformation
center. The inherent asymmetry of real STM tips makes this
the common situation. We find SSB for ∼ 50% of the
individually prepared tips; hence the tunneling atom is
adequately offset with respect to the force center of the tip,
i.e., the Gaussian maximum. Here, we present results from a
single tip showing the strongest SSB within our experiments.
However, comparable results are observed with other tips. In
particular, if the tip remains unchanged, the same sublattice

Figure 2. Relating lifting and SSB: (a) I(Z) curves with logarithmic I scale for regions with low/high lifting (see (d) blue/green areas). Dots (lines)
are measured with (without) STM feedback loop (Supplement S5-2). Red line results from a 1D vacuum tunneling model41 using the work
functions of graphene and tungsten. Black arrow indicates the deduced lifting amplitude Hexp of graphene. (b, c) Raw STM data of the same area at
different I, V, as marked. (d) Lifting amplitude Hexp at I = 50 nA, V = 0.5 V deduced from panels b and c (Supplement S5). (e) Atomic corrugation of
panel b obtained by subtracting the long-range morphology. Full lines mark the profile lines shown in the inset. Same curved, dashed lines in d and e
(Supplement S5). (f) Histogram of Hexp for the blue area in panel d, for different I as marked, V = 0.5 V. (g) Histogram of Δz for the same area, at
different currents I (points) with Gaussian fits (lines). (h), Measured ⟨Δz⟩ with respect to ⟨Hexp⟩. Colors correspond to the accordingly colored
tunneling current in panel f. Data from other sample areas than (b, c) are included. (i) STM images of the same area (V = 0.5 V, 1.5 × 1.5 nm2)
recorded consecutively as marked by the arrows at varying I.
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appears brighter in all areas of the sample (Supplement Figure
S9), matching with the expectation that one always probes the
same local region of the Gaussian, i.e. the same sign of Bps
(Supplementary Video, Figure 1b, c). STM images in Figure
1d− g demonstrate a controlled increase of SSB with increasing
lifting force, i.e., increasing I and decreasing z, respectively.
Next, we show that the sublattice contrast C = 2(νA − νB)/

(νA + νB), with νA/B the LDOS on sublattice A/B, can be
related to H, the height of the Gaussian deformation,15 due to
the dependence Bps ∝ H2. We estimate H by comparing
measured I(Z) curves (Z: distance between tip apex and SiO2),
with the standard exponential decay expected from the
tunneling model. Therefore, we use the work functions of
graphene ΦG = 4.6 eV39 and tungsten ΦW = 5.3 eV40 (red line
in Figure 2a). The measured curves follow the usual
dependence at large Z but strongly deviate at smaller Z.
Applying the tunneling model,41 the steepest areas (1− 50 nA)
would correspond to impossibly large work functions of Φ =
140 eV (green) and Φ = 21 eV (blue). This indicates the local
lifting of graphene toward the tip, which increases I beyond the
expected increase due to the tip movement. An elastic
stretching of the tip is ruled out, since the same tips did not
exhibit deviations from the tunneling model on Au(111).
Furthermore, since the slope of the ln(I(Z)) curves changes
during the approach and varies across the sample surface, the
previously reported42 slope change due to high momentum
transfer during tunneling into the K points can also be ruled
out. The lifting amplitude Hexp is thus well estimated as the
difference between the measured I(Z) and the tunneling model
(red line) as marked. Variations of Hexp (green vs blue curve)
indicate variations in the adhesion to the substrate.36,43

Importantly, a map of the observed lifting heights Hexp (Figure
2d) correlates with a map of the SSB (Figure 2e). SSB is
consistently observed everywhere (Figure S9 of the supple-
ment) and is reversibly tunable on the same area (Figure 2i).
In the following, we establish the relation between the

apparent sublattice height difference Δz and Hexp. We select
areas of similar lifting height (for example, blue area in Figure
2d), subtract long-range corrugations, and determine Δz for
each pair of neighboring atoms (Figure 2e, Supplement S5).
Resulting histograms of Hexp and Δz with indicated mean
values ⟨Hexp⟩ and ⟨Δz⟩ are shown for different I in Figure 2f,g.
The values of ⟨Hexp⟩ and ⟨Δz⟩ recorded on different areas and
at different z, i.e., I, collapse to a single curve (Figure 2h). Areas
with larger ⟨Hexp⟩ observed at the same I are most likely caused
by locally reduced adhesion to the SiO2,

36 while the observed
lower liftings of ⟨Hexp⟩ ≈ 1.5 Å are well reproduced by
molecular dynamics calculations of graphene on flat,
amorphous SiO2 with an asymmetric W tip in tunneling
distance (see Supplement S3). Due to the much larger
polarizability of W (21.4 Å3) with respect to Si (6.81 Å3) and
O (0.7 Å3), the graphene is lifted from the SiO2, even if the
attractive dielectric forces between tip and graphene are
neglected (Figure 3a− c). Importantly, the graphene below
the tip is well-approximated by a Gaussian deformation. The
observed LDOS sublattice contrast can thus be compared with
the predicted analytic expression:15

θ β θ= −C r H
ba

g r b( , ) 2 sin(3 ) ( / )theo

2

(3)

Figure 3. Comparing measured and calculated SSB: (a, b) Atomic configuration from molecular dynamics simulations of graphene on a SiO2
substrate in the presence of a pyramidal W (110) tip tilted by α = 30° with respect to the substrate normal, viewed from two perpendicular
directions. The tunneling current is visualized as a yellow bar; the green color code marks graphene distance relative to the substrate, smallest tip
sample distance: z = 3 Å. (c) Atomic positions, plotted as dots, along the dashed lines in a, b with Gaussian fits h(r) = H exp(− r2/b2) (lines). (d)
Calculated and measured LDOS contrast C as a function of the lifting amplitude H. Ctheo results from the continuum model (eq 3) and is plotted at r
= b. Cexp results from the data of Figure 2h using eq 4. The corresponding maximum pseudomagnetic fields Bps, max are marked at the dots on the full
lines, in according color. All data are recorded with the same tip showing maximum SSB within our experiments. (e, f) LDOS patterns (Δν =
νdeformation − νflat) resulting from TB calculation for a Gaussian deformation with H = 1 Å, b = 5 Å, and for different positions of the Gaussian center
(black dot) with respect to the graphene lattice. Black ring corresponds to the tunneling position of the tilted tip being on sublattice A (e) and B (f).
(g) Scanned LDOS pattern as observed by the tunneling atom at the black ring in e, f.
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( = − + +−g x e x x( ) [1 (1 2 2 )]
x

x1
4

2 2 4
3

2
, θ: azimuthal angle, r:

distance from center, β = 3, a: lattice constant of graphene, and
b: width of the Gaussian deformation). To compare with our
experimental results, we determine the LDOS contrast Cexp
from ⟨Δz⟩ (see Supplement S5) using

κ

= −
+

=
ℏ

Φ + Φ − | |

κ

κ

⟨Δ ⟩

⟨Δ ⟩

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
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C

m e V

2 e 1
e 1

with
8

2 2

z

zexp

e
2

G W

(4)

(me: free electron mass, V: the sample voltage). The
comparison is shown in Figure 3d with Cexp values being
consistent with Ctheo for deformation widths b = 5− 7 Å, in
excellent agreement with b deduced from the molecular
dynamics simulation (Figure 3a− c). Finally, we examine the
effect of the deformation being moved with the tip across the
graphene lattice (see Supplementary Video). Figure 3e,f
displays the LDOS from a tight-binding (TB) calculation
using two different central positions for the deformation, such
that either sublattice A or B is imaged by the offset tunneling
tip (black circle). The lateral shift of the tip preserves the sign
of the SSB, while the observed contrast changes slightly to 6.5%
(Figure 3g), from 6.9% in the static deformation. Conclusively,
the model of pseudospin polarization describes our SSB data
without any parameters which are not backed up by physical
arguments. Note that we have carefully considered tip artifacts
and several alternative explanations for SSB, all of which
strongly fail either quantitatively or qualitatively to explain the
experimental data (Supplement S4). Furthermore, strong SSB
observed on a static graphene bubble (Supplement S7) further
supports the straightforward pseudospin polarization scenario.
The observed pseudospin polarization dependent on Bps adds

an important ingredient to the analogy of graphene’s Dirac
charge carriers to ultrarelativistic particles. In turn, the changes
in SSB might be used to probe Bps on small length scales.44

Furthermore, the large values of Bps (∼ 1000 T) arising due to
the dependence Bps ∝ H2/b3,15 suggest the use of the strained
region as a valley filter,21,22 operating on nanometer length
scales and switchable with THz frequency (Supplement S8).
Recently, valley currents with relaxation length of up to 1 μm
have been measured,45,46 but so far only in static configurations.
Finally, the existence of strain induced SSB provides the first
direct experimental evidence of the unique time reversal
invariant nature of Bps. Being fundamentally different from a
real magnetic field, this property could provide novel ground
states dominated by many body interactions not achievable
otherwise47,48 or in combination with a real magnetic field of
comparable magnitude could mimic the decoupling of a chiral
flavor as observed in the weak interaction.49
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